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Abstract

Introduction: The 2017-2018 National Survey of Children’s Health estimates that 30 million (42%) US children have experienced at least one adverse childhood experience (ACE), including abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction. ACEs negatively impact long-term health, and there has been no study of ACEs in cystic fibrosis (CF). We assessed willingness to disclose ACEs experienced by children with CF by surveying their parents and adults with CF.

Methods: We anonymously surveyed parents of children with CF and adults with CF at the Northwestern University/ Lurie Children’s CF Center to determine their willingness to disclose ACEs. Results: The survey was completed by 46/157 (29%) parents and 36/105 (34%) adults with CF. Few parents (22%) and adults (17%) were willing to discuss most or all specific ACEs, more were willing to disclose the number of ACEs experienced in a category (57% parents, 47% adults), and the majority were willing to participate in anonymous research about ACEs (76% parents, 67% adults). Most parents (63%) and adults (50%) would prefer to have ACEs screened separately from their CF appointment, and most parents (63%) and adults (56%) wanted to learn more about ACEs from a member of their care team. Conclusions: Participants preferred to disclose the number of categorical ACEs rather than specific ACEs and most were open to participating in anonymous ACEs research. More research is needed before widespread adoption of ACE screening in CF.
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Introduction:
The 2017-2018 National Survey of Children’s Health estimates that 30 million (42%) US children have experienced at least one adverse childhood experience (ACE), including abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction. ACEs negatively impact long-term health, and there has been no study of ACEs in cystic fibrosis (CF). We assessed willingness to disclose ACEs experienced by children with CF by surveying their parents and adults with CF.

Methods:
We anonymously surveyed parents of children with CF and adults with CF at the Northwestern University/Lurie Children’s CF Center to determine their willingness to disclose ACEs.

Results:
The survey was completed by 46/157 (29%) parents and 36/105 (34%) adults with CF. Few parents (22%) and adults (17%) were willing to discuss most or all specific ACEs, more were willing to disclose the number of ACEs experienced in a category (57% parents, 47% adults), and the majority were willing to participate in anonymous research about ACEs (76% parents, 67% adults). Most parents (63%) and adults (50%) would prefer to have ACEs screened separately from their CF appointment, and most parents (63%) and adults (56%) wanted to learn more about ACEs from a member of their care team.

Conclusions:
Participants preferred to disclose the number of categorical ACEs rather than specific ACEs and most were open to participating in anonymous ACEs research. More research is needed before widespread adoption of ACE screening in CF.

Introduction:
Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are a collection of maltreatments that occur before the age of 18, encompassing the domains of abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction. ACEs were first studied in 1998,
when the landmark Kaiser-CDC study demonstrated a dose-dependent negative impact of ACEs on adult health conditions including ischemic heart disease, cancer, substance abuse, and depression. Since then, those findings have been confirmed and have been linked to earlier onset of chronic disease.

The biology linking ACEs to risk of disease is postulated to be related to increased levels of stress hormones, referred to as toxic stress. Childhood toxic stress is “severe, prolonged, or repetitive adversity with a lack of the necessary nurturance or support of a caregiver to prevent an abnormal stress response.” Accumulation of toxic stress can lead to a persistent inflammatory response, epigenetic modification, and telomere shortening. The cumulative nature of ACEs was estimated in 2019 to have an annual cost to North America of more than $748 billion US dollars in disability adjusted life years. In addition, researchers have demonstrated the manifestations of ACEs in children and adolescents, including learning and behavior issues, substance use and abuse, obesity, depression, anger, and suicidality.

The 2017-2018 National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH) estimates that 30 million (42%) US children have experienced at least one ACE, and 62.3% of children with more complex health needs have at least 1 ACE. Furthermore, the NSCH shows that ACEs are increased in certain populations, including children from low socioeconomic backgrounds and minority race and ethnicity. There is a paucity of research into ACEs in children with chronic illnesses, though elevated ACE scores are associated with increased prevalence of asthma, attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder, and autism.

To date, there have been no studies evaluating ACEs in people with cystic fibrosis (CF). However, the CF Foundation and the European CF Society currently recommend screening for and, when present, treating depression and anxiety. There are significant health outcome disparities in CF: affected people who are racial and ethnic minorities and/or of lower socioeconomic status have a higher risk of mortality from CF before the age of 18, and Hispanic CF patients have a higher mortality, even after adjusting for clinical severity. ACEs are more frequent in minority and low socioeconomic populations, and thus ACEs may contribute to disparities in health in CF. The comprehensive multidisciplinary care at CF centers could facilitate screening and appropriate intervention, as demonstrated by implementation of the mental health screening guidelines.

Due to the sensitive nature of ACE screening, the purpose of this study was to educate our CF population about ACEs and survey patient preferences for future ACEs screening.

Methods:

Study Design and Population:

An anonymous survey was distributed by email to two populations at our CF Center: (1) Parents/legal guardians of children with CF and (2) Adults with CF. This study was deemed exempt by the Lurie Children’s Institutional Review Board because it was an anonymous survey of adults.

Anonymous Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) Survey:

A REDCap survey was emailed to all participants from distribution lists maintained by the adult and pediatric CF programs with address list management to preserve anonymity of recipients. The survey included an initial paragraph explaining ACEs, demographic information, exposure to the age-specific screening tools, questions about preferences for screening, and where to find more information or get assistance should the information cause concern for a participant. A downloadable informational document that offered more detail about health consequences of ACEs was attached. The survey, information sheets, and introductory email were offered in both Spanish and English and distributed in the language of preference recorded at the CF Center, a standard of practice for all information sent to parents and patients.

Demographic information collected included age range, race/ethnicity, education, employment status, and length of time treated at the CF Center. After viewing age-specific ACE screening tools, a 5-point Likert scale was used for participants to rate willingness to discuss specific ACEs, disclose the number of applicable ACEs in a category, and to participate in anonymous ACE research related to health outcomes. Participants
were asked to select a preference for when they would like to be screened for future ACEs and how they would prefer to communicate and receive more information about ACEs. For every question, participants were able to select “prefer not to answer” or enter free text. The last item of the survey invited participants to share any thoughts, comments, or suggestions. Both parent and adult participants were instructed to contact the CF Center if they had concerns for their child or themselves.

**Pediatric CF Parent/Guardian Survey:**

The survey was sent to parents/guardians of patients seen in the pediatric CF program with instruction that the survey was to be filled out by a guardian, even if their child with CF was older than 18 years. In the case of multiple children with CF, each parent/guardian was asked to fill out the survey with their oldest child with CF in mind. The ACE questionnaire displayed was from the Center for Youth Wellness (CYW) (Supplemental Table 2). Preferences about future participation in ACE screening and research were asked after both CYW Section 1 and 2.

**Adult CF Patient Survey:**

The adult patients were shown the original ACE screening tool only (Supplemental Table 1).

**Statistical Analysis:**

Pearson’s Chi-squared tests were used for comparisons of categorical variables and Mann-Whitney U tests for Likert scale data. Significance was set at \( p < 0.05 \).

**Results:**

**Pediatric CF Parent/Guardian Survey:**

Among 170 patient families in the pediatric program in the summer of 2019, 157 (92%) had parent/legal guardian email addresses available. The survey was completed by 46/157 (29.3%) families. All respondents were parents of CF patients. Three surveys were excluded from analysis because of incomplete fields for the ACE screen preferences section. The largest proportion of the parent cohort were between the ages 35-44 (23, 50.0%), non-Hispanic white (34, 73.9%), had a college degree or greater (39, 84.8%), were employed (34, 73.9%), had an oldest child with CF under the age of 12 (35, 76.1%), and had been at the Pediatric CF Program for more than 5 years (25, 54.3%) (Table 1). There was no difference in the distribution of race/ethnicity for Lurie Children’s Pediatric CF Program and the survey respondents (non-Hispanic white 70.9%, \( p=0.075 \)).

As displayed in Tables 2A and 2B, few parents were willing to discuss all or most specific ACEs for sections 1 and 2 (10, 21.7% and 18, 39.2% respectively). More parents were willing to disclose the number of events that would apply to their child in a specific category – section 1 (26, 56.5%) and section 2 (37, 80.4%). The majority of parents were willing to participate in anonymous health outcomes research related to their child’s ACEs score – section 1 (35, 76.1%) and section 2 (37, 80.4%). There was no difference in parental preference to participate in specific ACE screens or anonymous ACE research between Section 1 and Section 2 (\( p=0.38, p=0.73 \), respectively). Parents were more willing to participate in a categorical ACE screen of Section 2 versus Section 1 (\( p=0.024 \)).

From Section 1, a stepwise increase was seen in the number willing to participate in ACE screens using specific, categorical, and anonymous research (specific vs categorical, \( p=0.0027 \); categorical vs research, \( p=0.018 \); specific vs research, \( p<0.00001 \)). In section 2, more parents expressed willingness to participate in future categorical ACE screens compared to specific (\( p<0.00001 \)). However, there was no difference between categorical versus research screens (\( p<0.48 \). Most parents (28, 60.9%) wanted to screen for future ACEs through an emailed survey, and most (29, 63.0%) wanted to learn more about ACEs from a member of their CF care team.

**Adult CF Patient Survey:**
Among adults with CF, 105 of 110 (95%) had a recorded email address. The survey was completed by 36/105 (34.3%) adults with CF in the summer of 2019. No surveys were excluded from analysis. The largest share of the cohort were white (24, 66.7%), had a college degree or greater (23, 63.9%), were employed (17, 47.2%), and had been at the Northwestern Medicine Adult CF Program for more than 5 years (19, 52.8%) (Table 1). At the time of the survey, there was no difference in the distribution of race/ethnicity for the Northwestern Medicine Adult CF Program and the survey respondents (non-Hispanic white, 84.3%, p=0.20).

As displayed in Table 2C, few adults were willing to discuss all or most specific ACEs (6, 16.7%), more were willing to disclose the applicable categorical number of events (17, 47.2%), and most were willing to participate in anonymous health outcomes research (24, 66.7%). Adults were more willing to participate in future categorical ACE screens compared to specific (p=0.0040). There was no difference between the distributions of willingness to disclose ACEs in a category and to participate in ACEs research (p=0.14). Most adults (18, 50.0%) wanted to screen for future ACEs through an emailed survey, and most (20, 55.6%) wanted to learn more about ACEs from a member of their CF care team.

Comparisons:

There were no significant differences in responses for parents of children with CF or adults with CF based on length of time at the CF center, age, race/ethnicity, education, or employment. There were no significant differences between parental and adult willingness to participate in specific, categorical, or in anonymous research about ACEs (Section 1 compared to adults: specific, p=0.17; categorical, p=0.82; research, p=0.94. Section 2 compared to adults: specific, p=0.084; categorical, p=0.087; research, p=1).

Discussion:

Although enthusiasm and support for screening ACEs flourishes in the literature,\textsuperscript{19} screening is not routinely performed in primary care or subspecialty practices for children or adults. Many valid concerns for the surveillance of ACEs have been raised, such as the narrow scope of ACE questionnaires, whether to ask about ACEs categorically or specifically, and how to best address a positive ACE finding.\textsuperscript{20,21} The answers to these difficult questions require a partnership between ACE experts, physicians, and community members who reflect those who will be screened and offered interventions. Our data from parents of children with CF and adults with CF suggests that adoption of widespread screening for ACEs experienced by people with CF may be premature, that disclosure of categorical rather than individual ACEs exposure may be preferred, and that most are willing to disclose ACEs for research purposes.

Anonymous disclosure for research was most acceptable to our participants: over \(\frac{3}{4}\) of parents and \(\frac{2}{3}\) of adults were willing to participate in ACEs research. There were no differences in willingness to disclose ACEs based on any demographic factor, including the length of time that a child or an adult had been treated at the CF center. While screening for ACEs may benefit people with CF, our results suggest that anonymous research on the prevalence of ACEs exposure in the CF population is an important first step. Results would better inform people with CF, their families, and their health care team about prevalence in conjunction with education about the harms of ACEs and related toxic stress.

Although the American Academy of Pediatrics has acknowledged the significant impact of ACEs and advocated for screening during childhood, there is not consensus concerning the methods – where, when, and which questionnaire.\textsuperscript{19} There is an ongoing debate about whether or not ACEs should be screened for categorically, thereby providing the respondent with anonymity to the precise nature of the ACE, or specifically, to better understand necessary treatment and further risk. Our participants preferred to disclose ACEs through a categorical screen, which does not disclose details about adverse experiences.\textsuperscript{22} While some research suggests that specific ACE combinations increase susceptibility to specific poor health outcomes, with treatment implications;\textsuperscript{23} there is also evidence that identifying ACEs from categorical screens allows beneficial interventions through fostering resiliency and addressing key social needs.\textsuperscript{24,25} A positive screen for an ACE, either categorically or specifically, can be addressed through methods including mitigating social needs through social work and referrals, bolstering resilience, addressing mental health, and advocating for mindfulness techniques.\textsuperscript{26–29}
Our findings demonstrate the feasibility of screening for ACEs, but more research is needed to further understand whether these results are representative of a large population of families whose children have CF or of adults with CF. For example, the finding that both parents of children with CF and adults with CF preferred to have ACEs screened separately from their appointment and through email may represent a bias given that the current survey was completed by email only. However, the finding may represent lack of knowledge and comfort with routine ACE screening or the wish to reduce difficult discussions during a routine visit; our data are not sufficient to fully understand this preference. Although some studies have demonstrated that parents want to have conversations about their child’s ACEs, there may be a more accessible and preferred method of early screening that could evolve over time to in-person discussions. This notion is supported by the parent and adult desire to learn more about ACEs from a member of their care team. Further studies are needed to expand and further explore patient preferences for ACE screening, assess the capacity for CF centers to handle a positive screen, and understand the prevalence of ACEs in the CF community.

There are several limitations of this study. The survey was a small sample size from a single center. The respondents are majority white, educated, and employed, a group that is less likely to have a high number of ACEs. Additionally, the survey was only offered by email to maintain anonymity. Further research with a larger sample size is needed. In spite of these limitations, the devastating nature of toxic stress is too extreme to ignore. Ongoing research suggests the benefit of screening for ACEs and intervening to reduce their negative effects. The results of this study indicate that parents of children with CF and adults with CF are willing to disclose ACEs for research, prefer categorical ACE screening like that created by CYW to disclosure of specific events, and prefer not to disclose ACES during routine CF care. Furthermore, direct discussion of ACEs during routine clinical care may not be acceptable to parents of children with CF and adults with CF. Additional, separate discussions are preferred. Given the recent rapid growth in telehealth services, this may be feasible for incorporating ACEs screening in research and clinical care settings. In conclusion, anonymous research on ACEs and their effects on health and health care in people with CF is likely feasible but should be structured in a manner that is acceptable to participants.
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